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Profile LED PDS-4-K - NU-PRO 7K ALU ANO

Price 6.57 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 3 days

Number 66

Manufacturer KLUS

Product description
Important Information

The purchase a piece in the store means the purchase 1 linear meter of the profile or cover

If you want to buy a profile that has a length of 2 meters you have to buy 2 pieces, 3 meters you have to buy 3 pieces, and
the multitude of quantity when ordering.

The total length of the aluminum profile or the panel to the profile - is the total quantity of the piece number that was bought
in the store.

The choice of the appropriate shipping method will take place at the end of the order process.
The details of the shipping method and packaging of the aluminum profiles you will find here (click in the link)

The product you have selected contains only - aluminum profile - does not include the accessories located in the Accessories
tab.
Additional accessories like covers, end caps, electricity conductive end cap, mounting bracket, fasteners, mounting
springs, proximity switch, micro switch, mounting system and others are available under "Accessories".

If you are interested in longer lengths than one meter, write to us we will quote the delivery cost to you. Transport companies
expect additional charges for long shipments.
For each country is different maximum length of the profile that we can send. It does not depend on us only by courier.
We also do service cutting aluminum profiles to the indicated size - write or call get comprehensive information.
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Profile PDS4-K was designed for letting him into the ground. Profile made of high-grade aluminum, which has been subjected
to double anodizing, so that the profile is resistant to corrosion processes and all kinds of mechanical damage. It is designed
to tapes and strips whose width is not greater than 10.8 mm with the LED light sources.

Typically, this profile is used to lighting and illumination (depending on the power used in the LED bulbs), for indoor
applications - you can place it in the channels, including the boards of furniture, plates of cardboard, plaster and even in
planes of walls, for outdoor applications - in this case it is possible to obtain IP 67 waterproof, so you will not need to worry
that the profile is damaged by weathering or UV radiation. After obtaining high tightness profile can be used to illuminate the
exterior architectural elements.

Small size profile can be hidden in the walls of the fitting furniture with small cross-sections, a special flange allows a perfect
hide unsightly edge of the channel, or cavities present in the plane of the plates, cardboard - plaster and many others.

Installation profile should take place in a specially prepared for this purpose recess. For installation it is recommended to use
double-sided tape or adhesive mounting.

If you apply a very densely spaced LEDs and milky cover HS or LIGER is possible to obtain a uniform line of light.

The LEDs should override a special cover, making them more functional. You can choose the cover type K, KA-BIS, HS
(optional cover is milky and transparent), LIGER (matte cover) or the classic transparent focusing S, which allows for angle
and amounting to exactly 10 degrees.

The material from which were made to cover polycarbonate, a shield HS is certified to guarantee resistance to rain, sun and
other weather factors and flammability.

Profile PDS4-K is recommended to install a special polypropylene caps that protect against the ingress of dust and other
elements that could contaminate the LED strip and impair its performance light.

The main advantages of the profile are its easy installation, low weight, good heat dissipation, and the fact that the profile is
environmentally friendly.

We invite you to familiarize yourself with our offer.

Purpose:

 

    for LED lighting strips on soft or hard

    for lighting and illumination (depending on the power of applied LEDs )

    for indoor applications : to place in the channels ( in slabs of furniture , cardboard plates - plaster wall surfaces )

    for outdoor use ( the possibility of obtaining waterproof IP 67 )

 

Product Description:

 

    Material : anodized aluminum

    Cover : frosted, transparent

    Standard lengths : 1m , 2m ( we sell profiles odcinkach1 or 2 meter )

    Mounting: mounting adhesives , double-sided tape ( accessories )

    Ending : Plastic plug (accessory)

    Certificate : CE

    Patent rights
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Advantages :

 

small size allows for complete integration in the walls of the cabinet with small cross sections , a special collar allows you to
hide unsightly edges of the channel (channel - specially prepared cavity in a plane plates , cardboard - gypsum walls, slabs ,
etc.) , easy installation , low weight , good heat emission , environment friendly
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